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Abstract
Could human cooperation be the result of evolution favouring groups where altruists punish non-altruists
1-5? While altruistic punishment can bene�t groups through increased cooperation, it often costs more
than it is worth, challenging both individual and group level explanations 1,6,7.  One proposed possibility is
cultural group selection via imitation of more cooperative groups. We therefore tested if altruistic
punishment could spread among groups via imitation (social learning) rather than direct competition.
 Groups observed either how punishment increased cooperation, or how it also decreased pro�ts, in a
previous experiment. Individuals then voted to either enable or disable all punishment. We found (1) that
punishment was common, but most individuals voted to disable punishment and (2) observing how
punishment affected payoffs drastically disfavoured punishment, and consequently cooperation. Our
results contradict the hypothesis that humans have evolved to cooperate via cultural group selection
favouring altruistic punishment 2,3,8-12.

Full Text
Results from some laboratory experiments have suggested that humans cooperate altruistically, even
when they or their relatives cannot bene�t, because of the presence of altruistic punishers, who pay to
enforce cooperation. 1,3,4. Such punishment is individually costly but can induce cooperation within
experimental groups 1,3,4. Consequently, it has been hypothesized that human’s uniquely altruistic levels
of cooperation are the evolutionary result of group selection favouring groups with altruistic
punishment 1-3,5,8,9,11,13-17. However, the same experiments which show that ‘altruistic punishment’ can
sustain cooperation, also show that altruistic punishment is not only costly for individuals, but even net
costly for groups, challenging group level explanations 1,6,7. Quite simply, the costs of punishment in such
experiments, where individuals pay to reduce the earnings of non-cooperators, tend to outweigh the
bene�ts gained from increased cooperation 1,6,7. Consequently, genetical group selection would be
unlikely to favour altruistic punishment. 

 

One proposed solution is if cultural groups compete, not directly, but to be preferentially imitated 8,11,18-20.
If groupmembers learn by observing other groups (social learning), then behaviours/institutions which
are correlated with higher levels of cooperation could be preferentially imitated, leading to a process of
cultural group selection 8,11,18-20. However, in the case of altruistic punishment, this would require
assuming individuals preferentially learn by observing how punishment affects cooperation, and not
payoffs, otherwise social learning too will disfavour excessively costly punishment 8,21. Therefore, in the
case of altruistic punishment, sensu 1, it is important to know if social learning is more likely to favour the
imitation of either the most cooperative, or the most successful, groups.
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We experimentally tested how social learning affected the level of punishment in a public-goods game
where individuals could make costly �nancial contributions to bene�t the group. We enabled social
learning by showing individuals data comparing group outcomes from the seminal paper of Fehr &
Gächter on altruistic punishment, which included games with and without punishment being enabled 1.
We tested if altruistic punishment could spread when individuals observed how enabling altruistic
punishment affected average levels of contributions (‘cooperation’), and if this spread depended upon
whether individuals could also observe how punishment affected average payoffs (speci�cally, pro�ts).

 

In our experiment, each session had 16-24 participants (N = 436 participants across 26 sessions in
Switzerland). Our No-info treatment had no social learning and these four sessions served as a baseline
that replicated the punishment game from the seminal work of Fehr & Gächter 1. Individuals were
repeatedly placed into groups of four for a single round of decision making involving both cooperation
and punishment. For each round, individuals �rst received 20 monetary units (MU, 20 MU = 0.5 Swiss
francs) and had to decide how much they wanted to contribute to a group fund that paid out bene�ts to
all group members equally regardless of contribution. Contributions always resulted in a personal loss of
60% but an overall group gain of 60%. Individuals then could pay to induce �nes upon speci�c
groupmates, at a cost to �ne ratio of 1:3. To prevent differences in income from the public-good game
affecting individual’s ability to afford punishment, all individuals received 30 MU in the punishment
phase.  This meant the punisher always had to realize the costs of the punishment they in�icted upon
others, but victims of punishment could only lose the MU they had earned from the public good game
stage, which could range from 8-44 MU. Received deductions/punishment could not lead to negative
earnings.

 

It was important that we used Fehr & Gachter’s 'perfect stranger’ design, which guaranteed that
individuals were grouped with three new people each round. This design approximated ephemeral
interactions in groups too large to favour cooperation via reciprocity, reputations, or kin selection 1. In
such a setting, costly punishment is considered not just costly, but altruistic because the punisher is
unlikely to bene�t from any increased cooperation their punishment induces 1. While ‘costly’ punishment
has been shown to be pro�table in the long run, this result required constant groups of just three
 individuals that interacted repeatedly for �fty rounds 22, a situation that deviates far from the perfect
stranger design, does not re�ect human evolutionary history, and can favour individuals who punish. In
contrast, no one has shown that ‘altruistic punishment’, sensu 1 can be pro�table.

 

Our social learning treatments provided individuals with information about behaviours in the previous
experiment of Fehr & Gächter 1. In each of the �ve rounds, after the contribution stage and before the
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punishment stage, we showed individuals either how groups that could punish had higher levels of
contributions (Group behaviours treatment, N = six sessions) or we also showed them that despite the
higher contributions, groups that could punish also had lower average pro�ts (Group pro�ts treatment, N
= six sessions) (Table 1; Extended Data Table 1 & Extended Data Figure 1).

We found that the number of punishers was signi�cantly lower when individuals could observe that
punishment reduced group pro�ts (Extended Data Figure 2, Supplementary Results). Speci�cally, whereas
87% of individuals punished at least once across the �ve rounds in each of the No-info and the Group
Behaviours treatments (and 84.3% in the original study, N = 199/236 1), only 74% of individuals punished
in the Group Pro�ts treatment (No-info = 59/68, 95% Con�dence Interval = [76.5%, 93%] ; Group
Behaviours = 87/100, 95% CI = [79%, 92%]; Group Pro�ts = 71/96, 95% CI = [64%, 82%]; Fisher’s exact tests
comparing between: Group Pro�ts and Group Behaviours, P = 0.029; between Group Pro�ts and No-info, P
= 0.052; between Group Pro�ts and original study, P = 0.0426; between Group Behaviours and No-info, P =
1.000). 

 

The punishment mechanism typically used in experiments can be thought of as evolved behaviours or as
an institution that is adopted by groups or societies to regulate and enforce cooperation 23. In this case it
is important to know if such mechanisms/institutions for altruistic punishment will spread between
groups and be maintained. To test how social learning could affect the incorporation and maintenance of
such an institution, we made our participants vote to either enable or disable the punishment mechanism.
In every session, regardless of treatment, we made individuals vote after the �rst �ve rounds of decision
making to either enable or disable punishment for a subsequent and �nal �ve rounds of decision making.
Punishment was disabled unless more than 50% of individuals voted to enable it. In some sessions, we
controlled for game experience by showing all �ve rounds of the social information and having the vote
before the very �rst round of decision making (N = 5 sessions shown Group Behaviours [Vote Behaviours
treatment] and 5 sessions shown Group Pro�ts [(Vote Pro�ts treatment]).

 

We found no clear support for punishment in our baseline treatment (No-info). Even though 87% of
individuals punished at least once, suggesting humans altruistically punish, only 46%, signi�cantly fewer,
voted in favour of keeping punishment enabled for the second game series (N=31/68, 95% CI = [34%,
57%]; Fisher’s exact test on 59/68 versus 31/68, P < 0.001, Figure 1a). This result challenges the
hypothesis that humans prefer institutions for peer punishment 20,24-26. Consequently, 50% of the No-info
sessions decided to disable punishment (Figure 1b; N = 2/4, 95% CI = [15%, 85%]), with total votes for
punishment per session ranging from 25% to 69% (from 4/16 to 11/16 individuals). 
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We next tested how social information on group comparisons affected voting preferences for
punishment. We found that the effect of social information upon the �rst round of voting depended on
the level of social information available. Whereas observing social information on group behaviours had
no signi�cant effect, observing social information on group pro�ts signi�cantly reduced votes for
punishment. Speci�cally, when individuals could only observe how punishment affected levels of
contributions (Group Behaviours and Vote Behaviours treatments), 55% voted in favour of punishment
(Figure 1a; N=101/184, 95% CI = [48%, 62%]), which was not signi�cantly more votes in favour than in the
No-info treatment (Fisher’s exact test, 31/68 versus 101/184, P = 0.203). Consequently, 73% of sessions
voted to enable punishment (Figure 1b; N = 8/11, 95% CI = [43%, 91%]), with outcomes ranging from
44%-69% in favour (N = 7/16 to 11/16). 

 

In contrast, when individuals could also observe how punishment affected average pro�ts only 30% voted
to enable punishment ((Group Pro�ts and Vote Pro�ts treatments combined, Figure 1a; N=55/184, 95% CI
= [24%, 37%]). This was signi�cantly less than both those that only saw social information on behaviours
(Group Behaviours and Vote Behaviours combined, Fisher’s exact test, 55/184 versus 101/184, P < 0.001)
and those in the No-info treatment (Fisher’s exact test, 55/184 versus 31/68, P = 0.025). Consequently,
only 9% of the sessions with social information on pro�ts voted in favour of punishment (Figure 1b; N =
1/11, 95% CI = [<0.01%, 40%]; with outcomes ranging from 12%-62% in favour (N = 2/16 to 10/16), which
was signi�cantly fewer sessions than with social information on behaviours (Fisher’s exact test, 1/11
versus 8/11, P = 0.008). 

The near total loss of the punishment mechanism/institution across those sessions that could observe
how punishment affected average pro�ts led to a dramatic collapse of contributions by the end of the
experiment (Figure 2). The �nal contribution level was only 18% (3.5 MU), 95% CI = [8.9%, 32%],
signi�cantly less than the 47% (9.3 MU), 95% CI = [28%, 65%], contributions in the treatments shown just
how punishment affected contributions (Welch’s two sample t-test on mean contributions per session =
2.4, estimated difference in contributions = 29%, 95% CI = [3.8%, 54.4%], df = 16.0, P = 0.027).

In summary, we found that cultural evolution via social learning does not favour altruistic punishment
and consequently does not favour cooperation. Our central result, that information about group pro�ts led
to signi�cantly fewer votes for punishment, did not signi�cantly depend upon whether the vote came
before or after game experience (Supplementary Results). We had 26 sessions. Among the 16 sessions
that had no initial vote and thus no choice but to initially play with punishment, only seven voted to keep
punishment enabled (44%, 95% CI = [23%, 67%]), and none of these seven had been shown social
information on pro�ts (two from four in the No-info treatment and �ve from six in the Group Behaviours
treatment, Extended Data Figure 1). Among the 10 sessions that got to vote twice, only two voted to
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enable punishment in the second game series (20%, 95% CI = [5%, 52%]), one from �ve in each treatment
(Vote Behaviours and Vote Pro�ts, Extended Data Figure 1).

 

Overall, 20 sessions �rst played with punishment enabled, and of these 20, only nine voted to keep
punishment enabled, an attrition rate of 55%. Of the six sessions that �rst voted to play without
punishment, none of them changed their mind, as all six decided to continue without punishment enabled
(Figure 3). Therefore, the punishment ‘institution’ was lost 55% of the time, but never gained, and in total,
only 35% of sessions (N = 9/26, CI = [19%, 54%]), voted to �nish the experiment with punishment enabled
(Figure 3). Finally, when sessions voted to disable punishment they made more money, further reinforcing
the �nding that punishment is prohibitively costly (Supplementary Results).  

In conclusion, our results contradict the hypothesis that social learning could favour the evolution of
altruistic punishment or that humans prefer institutions for altruistic punishment 20,24. For example, even
though most individuals punished in the No-info treatment, we found most also voted to disable
punishment after experience of the game. Consequently, institutions for altruistic punishment will
struggle to have a competitive advantage 24. Altruistic punishment is not only costly for the individual
punishers, but also for the group, and even still for those groups that bene�t from higher cooperation,
therefore payoff-based learning will impede the spread of altruistic punishment. One possibility is that
groups are not democratic/egalitarian like in our experiment, and instead powerful or persuasive
individuals are able to implement punishment institutions 27. Whether this would be to the bene�t of the
whole group, rather than just the elites, is unclear 27,28. Of course, another possibility is that natural
punishment is not altruistic 7,29-39. Instead, punishment can be favoured by individual bene�ts 30,35,40,
 and ‘altruistic punishment’ may merely be an artefact of experimental design 7,33.

Online Methods

Data availability statement
All the data and analysis �les are available on the Open Science Framework 41. A full copy of the
experimental instructions translated into English are included here at the end in Appendix 1.

Location, participants, and software
We used z-Tree to program and run the experiment 42. We conducted all 26 sessions at the University of
Lausanne (UNIL) HEC-LABEX facility. LABEX recruited the participants using the ORSEE software and
excluded participants that had previously experienced any experiments with punishment 43. Participants
were told that a level of B2 French was necessary. In total we had 436 participants (Female = 251; Male = 
175; Other = 3; Declined to respond = 7) who were typically aged 18–25 (Under 21 = 261; 21–25 = 147;
26–30 = 13; 31–35 = 4; Over 35 = 7; Declined to respond = 4).
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The public goods game
We replicated the public goods game of Fehr & Gächter 1. Individuals were put into groups of four each
round. We gave individuals 20 Monetary Units (MU, 1 MU = 0.025 Swiss Francs) that they could
contribute any amount of to a group fund. All contributions were multiplied by 1.6 before being divided
equally among the four group members regardless of differences in contributions. This meant each MU
contributed returned 0.4 MU per group members and was therefore personally costly, necessitating a
personal loss of 0.6 MU while bene�ting the other group members by 1.2 MU in total, leading to a group
pro�t of 0.6 MU. The individual income maximizing decision in the one-shot game is therefore to
contribute 0 MU, and the group income maximizing decision is to contribute fully (20 MU).

Each session had 16–24 participants and the game was played in two series of �ve rounds. Individuals
were anonymous and knew that they could never interact with the same person more than once across
the 5 rounds of the game (‘perfect stranger’ matching mechanism ). Sessions therefore resembled
‘societies’ of 16–24 individuals that formed transient mini-groups of four for ephemeral cooperative
interactions. When participants played the �rst game series, they did not know there would be a second
game series. When they played the second game series, they had been told that this was the �nal part of
the experiment (which also coincided with the expected duration of the experiment).

Punishment
We used the same punishment mechanism as Fehr & Gächter 1. After individuals made their
contributions, we showed them feedback detailing the individual decisions and incomes of all four
groupmembers. Individuals could then pay to make deductions to other members incomes (to ‘punish’).
For every 1 MU they paid, they deducted 3 MU from another member’s account. This meant that for every
unit of punishment spending, the group lost 4 MU. Individuals’ could punish any and all of their
groupmembers, but were limited to a maximum spending of 10 MU per targeted individual. To prevent
differences in income from the public-good game affecting individual’s ability to afford punishment, we
endowed all individuals with 30 MU in the punishment phase. This meant the punisher always had to
realize the costs of the punishment they in�icted upon others. However, victims of punishment could only
lose the MU they had earned from the public good game stage, which could range from 8–44 MU.
Received deductions/punishment could not lead to negative earnings.

Social information on group comparisons
All individuals received feedback on the contributions and payoffs of their own group members. To
facilitate social learning about how punishment affects cooperation and relative payoffs, and to mimic
groups/societies learning from other societies, we also provided social information comparing outcomes
for groups that played with or without punishment in the experiment of Fehr & Gächter 1. Their experiment
had 10 sessions of 20–24 participants that played two series of public goods games, either with or
without punishment for either �ve or six rounds. We calculated three variables for each of their �rst �ve
rounds: the mean average per capita (1) contribution, (2) spending on punishment, and (3) pro�t, which
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was the average payoff, including gains from contributions and losses from punishment, relative to
starting endowment, calculated from averaging across all 10 sessions depending on whether they could
punish or not (Extended Data Table 1). This social information consistently showed that groups with
punishment contributed more but also had lower pro�ts. While we took the overall average, the
relationship between punishment and contributions, and between punishment and pro�ts, was
qualitatively the same in each of all 10 sessions of Fehr & Gächter 1 (Extended Data Table 2).

Voting
All sessions played two series of public good games, both for �ve rounds, either with or without
punishment, and either with or without social information (Fig. 1). After the �rst game series, and just
before the second game series, all individuals within a session (N = 16–24) had to vote, anonymously.
Their decision was to vote on whether to enable punishment or not in the subsequent game series.
Punishment was only enabled if more than 50% of that session’s participants voted for punishment. After
the voting had �nished, we informed individuals of the outcome of the vote (punishment enabled or not),
but we did not provide information on how close the vote was. This was to prevent, among sessions with
the same outcome, variation in vote counts from affecting beliefs about groupmates. In some sessions,
there was also a vote before the �rst game series (Extended Data Fig. 1). This was to control for the
effect of game experience and learning about the behaviour of other participants in the session before
voting.

Experimental procedure and treatments
Regardless of treatment, all participants begun with on-screen instructions detailing the public good
game. We based our instructions and control questions on 44. Participants then read about the
punishment mechanism, with instructions and control questions adapted from 4. Then the procedure
differed depending on treatment. In total we had �ve treatments (Extended Data Fig. 1). All participants
within a session experienced the same treatment.

Treatment 1: No-info
Our No-info treatment had no social information on group comparisons from the previous experiment
and thus served as a baseline measure for comparisons. Participants �rst played �ve rounds of the
public goods game with punishment. In each round individuals received information on the contributions
and earnings of each of their groupmates before deciding if they wanted to punish. After �ve rounds they
then voted to either enable or disable punishment for a second series of �ve rounds. Our No-info
treatment allowed us to measure rates of punishment and how willing groups/societies are to maintain
an altruistic punishment mechanism/institution once they have experienced it.

Treatment 2: Group Behaviours
This was the same as our No-info treatment except that we also showed individuals social information
comparing group behaviours in the previous experiment of Fehr & Gächter 1. Speci�cally, we showed
participants the mean average contribution and punishment. We timed this in-between the contribution
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and the punishment stages of each round of the �rst game series, using the corresponding round from
Fehr & Gächter 1. This social information had the feature that it always showed, regardless of round, that
groups that could punish had higher mean contributions (Extended Data Table 1). After �ve rounds of
game play with social information, the participants voted to either enable or disable punishment for a
second and �nal game series, knowing that there would be no more social information from the previous
experiment.

Treatment 3: Group Pro�ts
This was the same as the Group Behaviours treatment except that the social information now contained
an extra column, detailing the average pro�t depending upon whether punishment was enabled or not.
This social information had the feature that it always showed, regardless of round, that while groups that
could punish had higher mean contributions, they also always had lower mean pro�ts, sometimes even
negative pro�ts (Extended Data Table 1). Again, just like in our No-info and Group Behaviour treatments,
the participants voted after round �ve to either enable or disable punishment for a second game series,
knowing that there would be no more social information from the previous experiment.

Treatments 4 & 5: Vote Behaviours & Vote Pro�ts
We also had two control treatments where the �rst round of voting could not be in�uenced by experience
of the game or groupmates. Instead, we showed participants all �ve rounds of the relevant social
information (either on group behaviours or group pro�ts) before the game and then made them vote.
They then played for �ve rounds with punishment either enabled or disabled accordingly, but with no
more social information from the previous experiment, before voting again for a second time for a second
game series.

Financial incentives
Individuals received 10 CHF for showing up to the experiment. Then their decisions were �nancially
incentivized. Each MU was worth 0.025 CHF, meaning 20 MU was worth 0.5 CHF. In total, we gave
individuals 50 MU in each round (20 MU for the contribution stage and 30 MU for the punishment stage)
and 500 MU across 10 rounds of decision making. This meant we gave them a total endowment of 12.50
CHF. Final earnings inclusive of show up fee were rounded up to the nearest CHF and ranged from 19 to
31 CHF, with a mean of 23.3 CHF and a median of 23.0 CHF.

Ethics statement
We obtained ethical approval from the HEC-LABEX ethics committee, who forbid deception in
experiments. Before starting each session, all participants signed a consent form. Participants were told
that they could leave at any time but that this could forfeit their earnings from the experiment.

Statistical analyses
We used R Studio for analyses 45. All signi�cance tests are two tailed.
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Figure 1

Social learning from group pro�ts reduce support for punishment. Results of the �rst voting round, (a) by
individuals and (b) by sessions depending upon the level of social information we provided. Only
signi�cant pair-wise comparisons are shown. Dashed lines show 95% con�dence intervals.
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Figure 2

Cultural evolution of contributions to a public good. Punishment sustained contributions but the loss of
punishment led to the loss of contributions. Thick lines connect overall mean contributions and 95%
con�dence intervals. Thin lines show mean contributions per session. Dashed lines mean that
punishment had been disabled by a vote.
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Figure 3

The cultural instability and loss of punishment. N indicates the number of sessions that started the
experiment in that condition. There were 26 sessions in total. Superscript shows the number of sessions
that had a vote prior to the �rst game series and chose to play either with or without punishment enabled.
Arrows pointing left (red) indicate a vote to disable punishment and curved arrows (black) indicate a vote
for status quo (no change). No sessions that played with punishment disabled subsequently voted to
enable punishment. 
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